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QUESTION: 1
Your customer purchases Microsoft Office Project 2003 under a volume license
agreement. The customer does not have Microsoft Software Assurance. The customer
installs 200 copies of Project 2007. You need to ensure that the customer is in compliance
with software licensing. The solution must minimize costs. What should you do?

A. Purchase Microsoft Software Assurance.
B. Purchase 200 full packaged product (FPP) licenses for Microsoft Office Project 2007.
C. Purchase 200 full packaged product (FPP) licenses for Microsoft Office Standard
2007.
D. Purchase 200 Microsoft Office Project 2007 licenses through the customers volume
licensing agreement.

Answer: D

QUESTION: 2
You collect the following information from a customer:
Volume license agreements
Hardware and software inventory procedures
You need to define the scope of a SAM program assessment for the customer. Which
information should you use?

A. physical asset locations
B. preferred software vendor
C. number of contract employees
D. number of IT staff

Answer: A

QUESTION: 3
Your customer performs a complete hardware inventory. The customer uses a SAM tool
to collect software deployment data from all computers. You need to validate the
accuracy of the data. What should you do?

A. Compare the data against the license inventory.
B. Compare the data against the original build inventory.
C. Collect data from a random sample of computers. Compare sample results against the
original build inventory.
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D. Collect data from a random sample of computers. Compare sample results against the
software deployment data.

Answer: D

QUESTION: 4
Your customers network contains a SAM tool. You use the SAM tool to generate reports.
The customer installs both Microsoft Office Visio Standard and Microsoft Office Visio
Professional. The customer only purchases licenses for Visio Professional. You need to
create a report to reconcile the Visio licenses. Which report should you create?

A. software deployments by edition
B. software entitlements purchased by month
C. software requests by employee
D. software usage by server product

Answer: A

QUESTION: 5
You plan to reconcile all licenses and ascertain their compliance status for a customer.
The customer has competitive upgrade licenses. You collect the following information
from the customer:
Hardware and software inventory
All proof of licenses (POLs)
You need to reconcile the inventory against the licenses. What should you do?

A. Identify all software title versions and editions and then reconcile.
B. Identify key words from the hardware inventory and then reconcile.
C. Compare the competitive software against the hardware inventory and then generate a
report.
D. Compare the inventory records for software titles against a license that has a
corresponding name and then generate a report.

Answer: A

QUESTION: 6
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Your customer does not track any software licenses. You confirm that the customer is out
of compliance with several vendor agreements. You need to implement a SAM program
for the customer. What should you do first?

A. Stop all software purchases.
B. Purchase and implement a SAM tool.
C. Convert product licenses to volume license agreements.
D. Present the benefits of the SAM program to the customers executives.

Answer: D

QUESTION: 7
You plan to implement a SAM improvement plan for a customer. You need to ensure that
the customer maintains accurate software purchasing information. What should you do?

A. Run the SAM ROI Calculator.
B. Monitor all software acquisitions.
C. Optimize the budget approval process.
D. Identify all approved software vendors.

Answer: B

QUESTION: 8
Your customers network consists of one Active Directory forest. The network contains a
Microsoft System Center Configuration Manager (CfgMgr) server and a Microsoft
System Center Operations Manager (OpsMgr) server. All computers are joined to the
Active Directory domain and have both CfgMgr and OpsMgr clients installed. You plan
to manage the software and hardware retirement process for the customer. You need to
identify all retired desktop computers. What should you do?

A. Generate a CfgMgr report.
B. Generate an OpsMgr report.
C. Review the Active Directory Group Policy objects (GPOs).
D. Review the Active Directory domain controller event viewer logs.

Answer: A
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